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Abstract
For over 2000 years the manual craft of papermaking has been practiced all over the world utilizing a variety of techniques. This
review describes the evolution of hand papermaking and its cultural significance. Paper’s evolution has been shaped by the
structure and chemical composition of the fibers. Almost every aspect of modern papermaking technology has been
foreshadowed by traditional practices. Such practices were passed down for many generations within families of papermakers.
The main sources of cellulosic fiber evolved as the ancient craft migrated from its birthplace in China to Korea and Japan, the
Islamic world, and then to Europe and America. Though most paper made today comes from automated, continuous production
systems, handmade paper has enjoyed a resurgence, both as a traditional craft and as an art-form. In addition, traditional
papermaking methods can provide insights to help in modern applications involving cellulosic fibers.
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Welcome to BioResources! This online, peer-reviewed journal is devoted to the science and engineering of biomaterials and
chemicals from lignocellulosic sources for new end uses and new capabilities. The editors of BioResources would be very
happy to assist you during the process of submitting or reviewing articles. Please note that logging in is required in order to
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to Read. The opening chapter of Vance Studley's clearly outlined, beautifully illustrated text introduces the reader to the origin
and development of paper, describes its use in history, examines cultures that made paper and explains why quality paper is
ideal for creative use. The author then shows you in detail how to make attractive and useful paper in a vast number of sizes,
shapes, textures, and colors. Details of the papermaking process range from scissoring the raw material and beating the pulp,
to blending the contents and forming, pressing, drying, and separating the sheets. by Martin A. Hubbe. Members. Reviews.
Popularity. Average rating. Conversations. 1. None. 5,394,109. ▾Work-to-work relationships. view history. ▾Common
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(with order). Canonical title. Original title. Handmade paper is still appreciated for its distinctive uniqueness and the skilled craft
involved in making each sheet, in contrast with the higher degree of uniformity and perfection at lower prices achieved among
industrial products. It wasn't until the 15th century with the invention of the movable type printing and its demand for paper that
many paper mills entered production, and papermaking became an industry.[12] [13]. Modern papermaking began in the early
19th century in Europe with the development of the Fourdrinier machine. "Review: Paper Before Print: The History and Impact
of Paper in the Islamic World by Jonathan M. Bloom". Journal of Interdisciplinary History. MIT Press. 34 (1): 129–30.
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